
their non-RRSP/RRIF assets on divi-
dend paying and capital gains oriented 
investments.  Hold interest bearing 
investments, such as T-Bills, bonds 
and GICS, inside the RRSP/RRIF 
where they can at least grow tax-
sheltered.   

After determining the type of income 
you will earn and how to structure your 
portfolio, the next crucial element of 
tax-efficient investing is how much 
portfolio turnover you generate.  Every 

time an investment is sold and that 
money is used to purchase another as-
set, turnover occurs.  Each sale triggers 
a transaction cost and a taxable event. 
The more selling and buying that oc-
curs within a portfolio, the greater the 
number of commissions and tax liabili-
ties.  This could result in less capital 
working on your behalf because of the 
constant drain from commissions and 
tax liabilities. 

With the federal government declining 

to address their campaign promise to 
eliminate taxes on capital gains, in-
vestors must still plan carefully. 

According to a report commissioned 
by AIC Funds, lack of attention to 
portfolio turnover could cost mutual 
fund investors up to 5% in annual re-
turns.1  This means that an 8% pre-tax 
return may be as little as 3% on an 
after-tax basis.  According to a survey 
of portfolio managers, the average 
hold time for a stock is now down to 
seven months.2  You could be better 
off maintaining a non-RRSP portfolio 
with low turnover to grow your in-
vestments tax-deferred for the long 
term. 

Taxes are an expense that should be 
evaluated and managed.  Indeed capi-
tal gains taxes are controllable to a far 
greater extent than is often realised 
because the investor decides when 
they are to be paid. To disregard this 
expense without regard to the tax con-
sequences is irresponsible.  Selling a 
stock with a large capital gain just 
because it might fall 10 – 20% in a 
cyclical decline, without considering 
how long it will take the stock that 
replaces it in the portfolio to make up 
for the taxes paid on the stock that is 
sold is not necessarily prudent. 

Capital gains taxes most adversely 
affect investor returns in the long run.  
Too often investors believe that capi-
tal gains taxes are inconsequential 
because they are lower than rates on 
other income.  However, if a portfolio 

It’s that time of year again!   

Government ministers across Her 
Majesty’s Dominion begin smacking 
their lips and greedily rubbing their 
hands in anticipation at the tax wind-
fall about to roll in.  Oh happy days if 
we were but Ministers of the Crown 
with the funds to dispense favours 
here or to build a bridge to nowhere 
there. 

For the average Canadian investor on 
the squeezing end it can be rather 
painful. But for savvy investors it can 
be less, ahem, taxing. 

Prudent investors already appreciate 
the benefits that diversification - by 
asset class, by industry and geo-
graphic location and by investment 
style - can have on their portfolio.  
However, a balance of risk and re-
ward is not the end of the story.  An 
important measure of your portfolio’s 
success lies in its after-tax returns. 

By having a tax-efficient portfolio, 
you can dramatically improve your 
returns. 

First some basics:  Interest income, 
such as from Treasury Bills or term 
deposits outside of an RRSP/RRIF, is 
fully taxable at the investor’s mar-
ginal tax rate.  Dividends and capital 
gains, such as from blue chips stocks 
or from the sale of stocks with gains, 
receive preferential tax treatment. 

As a general rule, investors in high 
tax brackets might consider focusing 
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sion would therefore suggest buying 
high quality stocks that can be held 
for the long term. 

When should one sell a good quality 
stock? One way is to monitor the 
growth rate in company dividends.  In 
the normal industry life cycle, earn-
ings grow rapidly but cash flow and 
dividends lag on younger companies.  
During maturity the earnings growth 
rate slows but cash flows and divi-
dends growth increases.  A rapid de-
celeration in cash and dividend 
growth signals late maturity or early 
decline.  This could be the point at 
which to sell a stock in a strategy that 
emphasizes low turnover.  A second 
strategy is to take tax losses whenever 
they are possible (not just in Decem-
ber) and offset the losses by taking an 
equal amount of capital gains. 

Granted, this style of investing in high 
quality stocks for the long term is not 
popular in today’s environment of 
frenetic day-trading but its long run 
benefits are evident. 

So reduce your income taxes by mak-
ing your portfolio more tax-efficient.  
Do your bit to disappoint our revenue-
hungry Ministers of the Crown. It 
may concentrate their minds on pro-
viding programmes that are important 
and affordable to Canadians. 

 

 

Sources: 

1. “The Impact of Personal Income 
Taxes on Returns and Rankings 
of Canadian Equity Mutual 
Funds”, Amin Mawani, Moshe 
Milevsy & Kamphol Ran-
yagometh, 2003.  

2. The National Post, Peter Hod-
son, 19 March 2007 

3.  “The Portable MBA in Invest-
ments”, Robert H. Jeffrey, John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc.,1995 

 

has 100% turnover and generates an 
8% return per year, the annual capital 
gains tax will be 1.86% of the value of 
the assets in portfolio (8%* 23.2%†).  
If the same portfolio has a dividend 
yield of 3%, the income tax on divi-
dends will only be 0.94% of the assets 
(3% * 31.34%†). 

The primary determinant of the degree 
to which capital gains taxes will ad-
versely affect portfolio returns in the 
long run is the turnover rate of the 
portfolio.   

For instance, if a portfolio is turned 
over at a 100% rate (i.e. the average 
stock is held only one year), the capital 
gains tax will absorb 2.32% of the as-
sets every year.  On the other hand, if 
the portfolio never turns over, the capi-
tal gains tax will never have to be paid.  
Surprisingly, the capital gains tax bite 
is virtually as big when the turnover 
rate is 25% (i.e. the average stock is 
held four years) as when the turnover 
rate is 100%. In other words, the size 
of the capital gains tax is a function of 
the holding period rather than the turn-
over rate.3 

Once the turnover gets to 25% (i.e. 
holding a stock for four years), the  

 † Top 2006  Marginal Tax Rates for On-
tario residents 

taxes levied become significant. To 
really save on taxes over time, there-
fore, turnover should be held to 10% or 
less (i.e. stock holding periods should 
be 10 years or longer).   

Consider the example of a $100,000 
portfolio invested in stocks that earn a 
long term return of 8% per year, con-
tinuously compounded.  If there is no 
portfolio turnover in the portfolio, no 
capital gains taxes will be paid.  In that 
case the value of the portfolio in 25 
years will be $738,905.61. (See chart) 

If the turnover rate is 10% per year, the 
capital gains tax levied will be 2.32% 
(23.2% * 10%) per year. Its effective 
growth rate will be 7.81% (8% - 
2.32%) so that the value after twenty-
five years is $704,628.13.  

On the other hand, if the turnover rate 
is 100%, so that the capital gains tax of 
23.2% is levied on the portfolio every 
year, its effective growth rate will be 
only 6.14% (8% - 23.2%) per year.  
The value of the portfolio after 25 
years would then be $464,132.55.  

The capital gains tax results in the high
-turnover portfolio being worth 34% 
less than the low-turnover portfolio 
after 25 years!  

The answer clearly seems to be: hang 
onto your investments.  This conclu-

 ( Taxing Inefficiency cont’d) 
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Consequences of High Turnover
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